Hello, I am Allan Sutton and this is MY Colloidal Silver story.....
Events as told in ‘My Colloidal Silver Story’ are as I recall, and are correct to the best of my knowledge. I make no therapeutic claims rather I share the knowledge gained through my own research. I believe any statements I make to be correct, but as always it is still my opinion and as such I encourage everyone who reads this book to do their own research into colloidal silver as so much information today is available on the internet. My intention in this book is as always to share knowledge, engage your curiosity and bring colloidal silver further into the public arena. So much of the information that I share has been gathered from my own experience working with and manufacturing Colloidal Silver over the past 12 years. And of course I am always delighted by the many wonderful stories kindly shared with me over many years, your personal experiences with Colloidal Silver. I thank all of you who have been part of my amazing journey with Colloidal Silver. I hope we all continue to discovery as much as we can about this product, and please continue to share your growing knowledge and understanding with family, friends and the greater world.

Yours, in good health naturally, Allan.K.Sutton

My story with colloidal silver began in 1995 when I was struck down by an unknown illness. Before this I was an extremely fit man and I prided myself on my strong physical and mental state. I had little idea that this illness would floor me and be the beginning of my journey down the road of alternative health. Unfortunately the medical system let me down badly. Not only was I misdiagnosed with leukaemia but
treatment was begun. Several days later and following the start of treatments, which I believe destroyed my already struggling immune system I was informed that there had been an unfortunate mix up in the blood slides. I did not have leukaemia although I was still very ill with what was diagnosed now as a mystery virus, possibly acute Epstein Barr Virus. This was confirmed but the Doctors certainly had no answers as to how it could be treated, so I promptly discharged myself from hospital. Now I had to cope with my ill health myself. I improve marginally but suffered daily with high temperatures, constant sore throats, aching joints and extreme weakness and tiredness. Even my dark hair turned grey over the following weeks. So with this unexpected illness I went from being a fit healthy man in his mid forties to a grey haired invalid. Not quite what I had expected for myself at this point of my life.

The turning point in my life came some months later and is still vivid in my mind. I called on a long term friend, who had just returned from an overseas trip, visiting relatives in Germany. He had brought back with him a unit that manufactured a liquid called Colloidal Silver. He said that it was being used to help a wide variety of illnesses in Europe. He suggested that I drank some. I remember him saying, “Allan surely anything is s worth a try when you are still so sick”. That day I had the throat from hell and yes anything was worth a try! So I drank a glass full, and then lay down to rest for awhile soon falling asleep. You can imagine my astonishment when I woke up with no sore throat, feeling rested and fever free.
And there began my amazing journey with Colloidal Silver.

Slowly I regained my strength and vitality friends. Friends who had seen me while I was sick couldn’t believe the extraordinary difference in me and soon I was up to midnight manufacturing colloidal silver for friends and family.

Several years’ later word had got around that I was manufacturing a good quality colloidal silver that was having fantastic results. One day in 1997, I received a call from a Health Food Store in Perth asking would I please supply them with 24 bottles of my colloidal silver. And so my first brand began, sold in stores as “Sutton’s Colloidal Silver”

I had a new career, based on a passion to help others like me who couldn’t or wouldn’t choose prescription drugs to treat illness and to educate the public on this amazing natural healer. I called it a silver bullet in a bottle, your immune systems best friend and I believed the panacea of the new millennium. My products sold successfully in Australia, England and Bali, and soon I had a very large and successful business with me spending large amount of time on the road travelling, promoting and educating. This large time on the road necessitated the employing of staff, business managers etc but I always maintained the personnel manufacturing of colloidal silver sold under my name to ensure the quality was maintained.

It was in 2002, and I was staying in my beautiful Bali holiday home, when the first of the Bali bombs exploded, late
on Saturday evening, on the 11th of October. I woke to the noise of a massive explosion and skyline lit up with a huge plume of black smoke and red fire. The call went out from Red Cross for all expiates living in Bali to head to the Sanglah Hospitals to assist. They urgently needed blood and volunteers to sit with the wounded and badly burned victims. This was the beginning of some of the saddest, most challenging yet rewarding months of my life. No tragedy is good, but this one for me, was life changing in so many positive ways.

After spending Sunday in Sanglah Hospital watching events unfold it soon became apparent that medical facilities were hugely inadequate to deal with the size of the disaster. I can only praise the efforts I saw of all those who were part of this drama, in particular the Indonesian, who earned my respect for the truly wonderful job they did under such trying conditions. They showed huge compassion and kindness to all victims and their families, regardless of race, even though their countries resources were being extended unbelievably. There were just not enough medical supplies or facilities to cope with the wounded, in particular the amount of burns victims. It became very apparent that any help would be welcomed and as I knew that Colloidal Silver had proved very successful as a natural antibiotic in treating severe burns during past wars, I believed I could help. Obviously there was a huge risk of infection, with temperatures in the early thirties and humidity at above 80%. This when combined with the large varieties of bacteria present in the wounds from site infection, was a recipe for disaster. I immediately contacted my Sutton’s Colloidal Silver agent in Bali Dr Tony Dawson and asked could he meet me at his surgery to give me all his
limited supplies of colloidal silver. This I then distributed to the band of wonderful and tireless volunteers, who began spraying many burns victims. I then placed an SOS call on Sunday afternoon to my Australian Laboratory, asking them to arrange to send all our stocks of colloidal silver. Garuda Airlines immediately freighted a pallet load, free of cost, and so by the following morning we were able to continue the spraying of the many burns victims in Sanglah Hospital.

It was on the Tuesday following the bombing, that I was approached by Colonel Mussidik the Indonesian Head of Forensics and in charge of Victim Identification. He asked to accompany him to the mortuary. It had been apparently suggested to him, that with my working knowledge of colloidal silver and its germ killing properties, I could possibly be of assistance to them, in the gruelling situation which was unfolding in the mortuary compound.

Working conditions for the Victim Identification teams were becoming intolerable. They were exhausted and stressed with the volume of bodies and no freezer space. It was unbelievably hot and humid and the work was heart wrenchingly slow and painstaking. Bodies were beginning to deteriorate with just blocks of ice to preserve them and no one could breathe because of the suffocating odour being omitted.

I was at first uncertain that I could possibly help. The smell was unbelievable, as was the magnitude of what Colonel Mussidik was asking. I had heard that dead bodies can have in excess of 500 varieties of bacteria so the thought of combating this with colloidal silver at first seemed ridiculous.
My words to him were “Colonel, I am not sure that it will work on this scale” ……his quiet answer was so humbling ….”Mr Allan, can you please try”. So with those words ringing in my ears, I had to rise to the challenge. I had been given the ‘go ahead’ by the Indonesian hierarchy and offered any assistance needed “just please be quick”. In Australia, over the next few days, I located all necessary equipment, putting out a call for any available Australian staff and helpers. We then flew all my equipment and people to Bali, quickly setting up what was in effect a very large crude colloidal silver production unit. Time was of the essence with the mortuary situation becoming worse by the hour. It was 8 days after the bombing that I began spraying colloidal silver.

The technique I used consisted of a streaming system with which I was able to continually blanket spray the entire mortuary area with crude colloidal silver. It worked unbelievably well. In effect we sanitized the entire area and with of the initial saturation the odour had disappeared entirely. This meant that the bacteria on the bodies and in the mortuary area had been killed. By preserving the bodies without the use of chemicals, there was no damage to the bodies that would interfere with the forensic process. A wonderful success and just extraordinary!

The challenging task was to last for many weeks, with us returning daily to the Morgue to repeat the blanket spraying cleansing process. This continued until the last body was identified and sent home for burial over a month later. It was very emotional exhausting experience for me and I must thank my wonderful team of helpers for without their support the task would have been impossible to complete.
So successful was the operation that when Interpol held its Disaster Victim Identification Conference in Bali in July 2003, attended by expert from all over the world including Interpol. I was invited to participate as a guest speaker. I was approached the following day by several interested parties who had attended and heard my speech, and then spoken to the Indonesian Forensic team of Doctors to verify what had been successfully achieved using colloidal silver. These parties, who have to remain unnamed, asked would I join their Disaster management First Response Teams as they believed there could be a wide application for colloidal silver in many disasters. I declined as at that point I was still coping with what I had seen in the Bali morgue and had no wish to do this as an ongoing job.

In 2005, I sadly received another phone call from the Colonel. Yet another Bali Bomb… “Please can you come again and help us”. So once again I returned to do my job in the morgue, using colloidal silver. And once again it did its job beautifully. I sincerely hope that never again will I receive such a call, and the beautiful Island of Bali is left in peace.

So my journey has been somewhat interesting. My passion has always been to bring the finest quality colloidal silver to the market at a price that can be afforded by all.

Over the past 12 years that I have been manufacturing and promoting education of colloidal silver, I have seen huge changes. I have seen colloidal silver grow from a backyard
product with a ‘snake oil’ reputation, to one that is now a product trusted, relied on and used by all the family. I feel I have done this personally by manufacturing to a consistently high standard a quality product that has integrity in the market place. I have always strived to improve the quality of my products. My belief now is that all Colloidal Silver should only be manufactured into glass. This is the only way to ensure the stability, quality and integrity of the product. There is growing literature that supports my concerns of the effects of all plastics and this includes PET plastic used by many colloidal silver manufacturers. Unfortunately cost is a large factor in why many people continue to use PET plastic. Generally the cost of glass bottles are at least 4 times the cost of plastics and it is only those committed to quality that will wear the extra cost

Success and recognition as ‘Allan Sutton’ the father of Colloidal Silver in Australia has come at a price. At times I have been incredibly busy manufacturing, marketing or educating on colloidal silver. This has left me in the position where I needed to trust other to run my day to day business and this trust has at times been betrayed. I have fallen prey to several unscrupulous people who have chosen to ride on my name and reputation…some have been my marketing companies, others employed in positions of trust such as managers and accountants, and then there were the so called friends who’s only interest it now appears was to make money from my established reputation in the colloidal silver market. They all appear to care little for integrity or honesty to the public and buyers of their products. I can only draw the conclusion that these people who have built their business on
my name, reputation and face believe that it is okay to pass off a product as mine...I have worked very hard to build up my name and reputation with colloidal silver and feel the ultimate losers are the public who believe they are purchasing a product they can trust, as supposedly it has been made by me with my experience and integrity. The blatantly dishonest use of my name and even my face, without my permission to promote their colloidal silver still astonishes me. One person in particular makes the outrageously untrue claim that he bought my business and previous label “Allan Sutton’s the Original Colloidal Silver”. This is not the case. My label was trademarked behind my back, by my previous business manager and accountant, without my knowledge or consent. There was never an agreement or contract to purchase my business and/or the intellectual property of my name.

My apologies to those of you who have recently read a new copy of my old booklet marketed under my previous label “Allan Sutton’s Original Colloidal Silver”, it has been copied in its entirety and falsely signed as “The Sutton Team”. Again I state I did not sell my business which manufactured the label “Allan Sutton’s Original Colloidal Silver” I gave these people no right to use of my name, label or reputation.

To those of you who have gone to my old website www.suttonssolutions.com.au again I apologise. You could be forgiven for thinking that it is still my website as it uses all my old information, states all off my history with colloidal silver, quotes “Allan Sutton the man” and makes the statement that it is selling an ‘Allan Sutton Product’. This is absolutely not the case. THIS IS NOT MY WEBSITE
I thank all of you who have contacted me with your concerns and support. Also a big thank you to those of you who have sent me copies of emails that have been sent to you from my old website. I am very sorry for the upsets that it has caused many of you and agree with the disbelief you have expressed to me that anyone is allowed to get away with blatant passing off. Unfortunately for them, I am Allan Sutton, the real Allan Sutton not someone pretending to be me in order to sell their products. I believe the more people who will now read “My Colloidal Silver Story” or go to my new website, the more people will become aware of the truth, able to fairly base their choice of colloidal silver brands on this.

Because of what happened with my previous label “Allan Sutton’s Original Colloidal Silver”, I have now trade marked my face, so all products in “My Colloidal Silver” Range are tagged with my face, your guarantee that the product is personal manufacture by me.

I DO NOT manufacture for any of the following brands; “Allan Sutton’s Original Colloidal Silver”, “SILVEX SOLUTIONS”, “HEALTHY LIFE”

THE ONLY COLLOIDAL SILVER, THAT I ALLAN SUTTON, PERSONALLY MANUFACTURE FOR AT PRESENT IS; “MY COLLOIDAL SILVER” brand for the Australia and New Zealand market & “SUTTON’S Colloidal Silver” brand in Bali.

MY ONLY AND NEW WEBSITE IS www.allansutton.com
So my personal colloidal silver story goes on. I now live in beautiful New Zealand, in amongst the magnificent snow covered southern mountains. The air is clear and cool, the people warm and friendly, and life is slow but very peaceful. I manufacture My Colloidal Silver in a laboratory attached to my home. I no longer want a huge business that takes a big toll in so many ways in your life. I am committed to taking the time to further research and educate on Colloidal silver. So rather than becoming too big in the market place, I am concentrating on making my finest colloidal silver ever, more of a boutique product, certainly not a mass produced product. I believe all manufacturers of colloidal silver can always improve as the world progresses and new techniques and greater information become available.

Today, I am using the purest New Zealand alpine water. Good, pure, ‘sweet and alive’ water is essential to produce good colloidal silver. The water is then pumped through a filter bank that contains carbon, reverse osmosis, micro and mixed bed resin filters to produce laboratory grade water. From there it enters the vats where it slowly and gently ‘brews’. In the process pure 99.999% silver is dispersed into laboratory grade water. I now use a new slower electronic process that means it takes a very long time to produce colloidal silver. There are 2 advantage of this. One is that you are able to produce the smallest silver particle size, less than 1 nanometre in size. This is very important as much bigger than this and they will not be absorbed by the body so are there of no use. Two the minute silver particles stay stable in suspension and retain their positive charge. This means they stay available to the body even after the silver has been bottled for a long time.
The finished silver is then passed through a .5 micron filter to the bottling plant.

**COLLOIDAL SILVER … some history and how it began**

Silver has been used by many cultures for thousands of years with no record of harmful side effects. Most ancient cultures used silver for their storage vessels because of its ability to preserve foods for longer without spoiling. This knowledge was passed down through generations and the royalty and nobility of most cultures ate and drank from silver cups, plates and utensils. Over time these utensils became worn and minute particles of silver combined with their food and was swallowed. Over several generations the health of these families improved and their immune systems were stronger than peasant folk who ate from earthenware. The ‘blue bloods’ also fared better during times of pestilance and plague and many believe that it was their access to silver and the incidental ingestion of it which caused their strong immunity to disease.

Colloidal Silvers returns…Colloidal Silver was in common use in the early 1900s. Its popularity waned with the onset of the new drugs (such as antibiotics) in the 30s and it did not re-appear until the 1970s when it was proven to be an effective treatment for burns victims. Gradually, since then, this gentle old germ fighter has been making its presence felt in complimentary medicine. Today it is finally taking its’ place as a safe and reliable natural antibiotic.

Compatibility…Colloidal silver is non-toxic to plants, mammals, reptiles and all living things that are not single celled. To date there have been
no recorded negative silver/drug interaction and it appears equally unknown to react negatively with herbal remedies.

**Colloidal Silver today**… Is a powerful, non toxic, natural food supplement, of ultra fine particles of silver suspended in pure water that has been shown to support the immune system. No chemicals or preservatives should be used in good quality colloidal silver. To preserve product integrity and quality it is preferable if colloidal silver is stored in glass (not plastics or pet bottles), never in sunlight, and away from all magnetic fields (such as fridges). The size of the particles in suspension (not the strength or high ppm), and the aliveness and purity of the water all contribute to a quality product. All colloidal silvers are not the same.

**How it works scientifically**...Single cell life (pathogen) uses oxygen metabolism as its method of reproduction. It is also negatively charged. Colloidal silver is positively charged and is therefore magnetically attracted to any single celled life form or pathogen. Its presence oxidises the oxygen metabolizing enzyme, immobilizing it and the result is ultimately lethal to the pathogen. It is then cleared out of the body by the immune, lymphatic and eliminatory systems. Since colloidal silver acts catalytically it remains unaffected by these encounters and continues its action on each contact with any single celled disease causing organism it attracts in the body. (ref: Microserve Laboritories)

Multi drug resistant germs (M.D.R.), now in epidemic poportions, are responsible for an ever increasing number of serious infectious disorders. Silver has been reported to effectively neutralize (hundreds of) these germs, where the effectiveness of antibiotics is significantly less as strains become resistant to these prescription drugs. Findings indicate that germs are unable to build a resistance to the action of a properly prepared colloidal silver.
Colloidal Silver versus Antibiotics

- Colloidal silver is positively charged versus most antibiotics that do not carry a strong positive charge. Silver ions seek out and destroy pathogens (which carry a negative charge) instead of antibiotics that work by moving around until they happen to bump into the pathogens. This effect was quite appropriately referred to as the ‘Silver Bullet’ effect by Dr Beck.

- By oxidising the Pathogens colloidal silver immediately destroys them.

- Antibiotics will not kill viruses at all. Bacteria will only be killed when it tries to divide (penicillin type antibiotics) or by preventing the pathogens from dividing (tetracycline type antibiotics). In the first case, it may take the bacteria several days before it attempts to divide; and in the second case the bacteria is not killed, but just prevented from replicating. In both cases your immune system must take care of most or all of the pathogens. **With silver they are killed outright, and immediately.**

- Silver is a catalyst. Thus, as soon as a particle of silver has oxidized a pathogen, the pathogen loses its negative charge and floats away. This leaves the silver free again to attack other pathogens. Antibiotics however bind with the pathogen so are locked up and used up. The result is that silver will usually give a much faster kill than antibiotic. The downside is that this can cause a “healing crisis’ and it is necessary to drink lots of water and rest to help elimination.

- Colloidal Silver works against a wide range of bacteria, including many that are resistant to antibiotics. In fact research has shown that colloidal silver is effective against more than 650 disease causing pathogens including viruses. Antibiotics are effective against about 12 forms of bacteria and fungi but NEVER against viruses.

**Personal use - can be used internally and externally**
General maintenance
INTERNALLY: Adults 5-20mls daily Children under twelve 5-10mls daily

For illness and acute infection
INTERNALLY: Adults 25-30ml hourly Children under twelve 10-15mls hourly
EXTERNALLY:
● Spray directly on the wound, infection, minor burn, sunburn or insect bite often.
   ● Apply a fresh dressing daily, saturated in colloidal silver, for larger wounds, burns and ulcerations
   ● Colloidal Silver can be applied to sore ears, eyes, throat and nose, as often as needed for relief of redness, pain or mild infection.

When taking Colloidal Silver orally, especially for longer periods of time, as the colloidal silver does its job and pathogens, bacteria and virus die, to prevent the reestablishment of bad bacteria please always follow the use of Colloidal Silver with a good pro-biotic. Your Health professional can suggest what is best for you.

Conditions for which Colloidal Silver has proven successful
Stomach upsets, nausea, vomiting: add 200mls to a large glass of water and drink as quickly as possible. Follow this by another large glass of water and lie down. Repeat 12 hrs later if necessary

Stomach upsets when on holidays: When we are on holidays we have the opportunity to change our regular lifestyle through a change in diet (for example: fresh fruit, different foods and spices, an increased amount of alcohol), and this can cause symptoms of diarrhoea, stomach discomfort and nausea arising from an imbalance in stomach acids, viruses or bacteria. To counteract this we would suggest regular use of colloidal silver while on holidays. If in doubt as to the freshness of the food you have...
been eating, simply drink 20-40ml of colloidal silver after that meal.

**Skin problems:** Spray frequently as liked for minor problems, such as rashes, acne, abrasions, minor burns, sunburn, insect bites. For haemorrhoids or burning bottom due to hot, spicy foods or over frequent toilet trips colloidal silver applied to the area will bring rapid relief.

**Major Skin Problems:** For deeper wounds, ulcers and burns it is best to cover the wound in a dressing saturated in Colloidal Silver. Apply fresh dressing daily.

**Eyes:** spray a fine mist frequently. Eyes are often red and sore for many reasons. On holidays especially, eyes suffer from the effects of such things as plane travel, air conditioning, too much sun, salt or chlorine water. In daily life eyes suffer from allergies, air born infections such as conjunctivitis, and the effects of home or office heating and cooling. Eyes will respond well to regular spraying with an atomizer for relief and prevention.

**Ears, nose and throat:** You can effectively deal with all these areas by spraying or using drops regularly. We suggest frequently applying, so using as often as possible for faster results. Spray or dropper into the nose, gargling for in the throat, and apply by spraying or using drops for the ears and eyes. This is particularly effective after swimming or showering or when sickening with colds. It is appears to work best when all these areas are treated together as if there is an irritation or infection in one, generally all areas become affected.

**Air Travel:** Plane flights can be made miserable by the pain of ear pressure and the discomfort of blocked sinus. Use drops or spray as often as you like before flights and during flights to relieve major causes of pressure and pain. The bonus is that you are also killing airborne bacteria and virus.
**Colds Sore throats, Flu:** At the first sign of cold, flu and sore throats, apply frequently before the virus gets a hold, using spray and drops for eyes, nose and throat. Also take 25ml hourly once symptoms start, gargling then swallowing (for children halve this dose). It is suggested not to drink or eat 10 minutes after taking colloidal silver to allow full absorption, but then follow by drinking plenty of water.

**Candida and urinary tract infections:** Spray on irritated external areas for relief. Take initially 200ml followed by 1 glass of water when acute. Then 25ml every hour til symptoms reduce and disappear. Continue to take for at least a couple of days after no symptoms are present. Follow by use of a good pro-biotic.

**Dental Health:** Used as a mouth wash this product is very effective in reducing gum inflammation, mouth ulcers and bad breath. Swish 5-10ml in mouth after teeth have been brushed and rinsed. Then swallow. **DO NOT RINSE** with water after using colloidal silver.

**Psoriasis:** Use externally and internally combined for best effects

**Sinus:** Use drops or spray as often as liked. Can be effective for snoring when used before sleeping

■ **If symptoms persist please see your Health Care professional.**

**Around the home:** The spray can be used as a natural cleaner/disinfectant in kitchens and bathrooms to eliminate bacteria. It is also effective in the fridge to eliminate bad odours and can be added to drinking water for purification (20ml/ litre is suggested). Colloidal Silver is of great benefit to pets for their overall immune systems health. Skin inflammation and body order can be effectively reduced. We suggest adding to drinking water 5-30ml daily.

**Hints for using colloidal silver to support the immune system**
STEP1: For the first 5 days, on waking and going to sleep, hold 15 ml in the mouth for 1 minute, then swallow (no food or water for 10 mins after). Repeat this for the next 30 days. It is very important to follow step 1, immediately with the use of a good probiotic.

STEP2: Continue by the daily use of 5-20ml for maintenance.

If your complaint is chronic or has occurred over a longer period of time, please continue with step 1 for two months or longer. It is not uncommon to experience flu-like symptoms after beginning to take colloidal silver. DO NOT WORRY; this is simply a ‘healing crisis’. When the body’s immune system has to dispose of so many destroyed pathogens at once, the eliminatory organs can become overload. Drink lots of water and get extra rest if possible.

In brief... The presence of colloidal silver, whether near bacteria, viruses or fungi, works as a catalyst, disabling the pathogens oxygen metabolism enzyme. The pathogen then suffocates and dies, eliminated by the body's elimination system. Although these germs and disease causing organisms cannot survive in the presence of colloidal silver, it does not however damage the beneficial human tissue cell enzymes. Therefore, it is completely safe for the use by the whole family, acting as 'a second immune system'. Research has shown that colloidal silver has no known side effects and is safe to take with other products.

WHAT IS IMPORTANT IS THAT ONLY COLLOIDAL SILVER MADE WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY CONTROL IS CONSUMED. SILVER PARTICLES SHOULD BE LESS THAN 1 NANOMETRE IN SIZE, AS ANY BIGGER THAN THIS IS HARD FOR THE BODY TO ABSORB. THERE IS ALSO MUCH RECENT RESEARCH ON THE IMPORTANCE OF CONSUMMING COLLOIDAL SILVER THAT HAS BEEN STORED IN GLASS ONLY, TO PREVENT PLASTIC
CONTAMINATION. IT IS VITAL TO ALWAYS REPLACE THE LID IMMEDIATELY AFTER POURING DOSE TO PREVENT OXIDIZATION OF COLLOIDAL SILVER. PLEASE ALWAYS STORE COLLOIDAL SILVER IN A DARK, COOL AREA, AWAY FROM SUNLIGHT AND ANY MAGNETIC FIELDS (not in the fridge) AND REPLACE THE LID IMMEDIATELY AFTER USE. DO NOT USE METAL SPOONS FOR DOSING.

On holidays and in everyday life, colloidal silver protects you naturally, from a myriad of disease causing microbes, viruses and bacteria. Taking colloidal silver daily supports your system and ensures your ongoing good health. It is your immune systems best friend helping your body to be healthy and happy the natural way. Make it your daily immune booster, first aid in a bottle, easy to take with you, too anywhere in the world.

This booklet is presented for information and educational purposes only. Nothing stated here should be considered medical advice for dealing with a given problem. Health care professionals should always be consulted for specific health problems. The information and research supplied is based on information available from the public domain and pharmacological and other records both ancient and modern. No claims whatsoever are being made as to the specific benefits accruing from the use of colloidal silver.

YOUR COLLOIDAL SILVER STORIES

…I thank you all for taking the time to send me these emails and letters. Some may call them“testimonials” I call them your experiences and stories…..
Hello Allan - your product has proven itself time and time again. I have used it to cure stomach aches, cuts and sores…use it and I'm cured!

I also love using your product to spritz on my face... my skin has never felt so soft.

Thank you ... I'm an Allan Sutton's 'MY Colloidal Silver' user for life.

- Jade Williams – Sydney, Australia.

Hi Allan...my name is Jan

I live on the Island of Bali…and all in paradise is sometimes not as it seems.

Thanks to my supply of ‘MY Colloidal Silver’ and ‘Sutton’s’ Colloidal Silver, both manufactured personally by you I believe, luckily my brush with the dreaded Dengue Fever never had the chance to reach its worst potential to send me to hospital for treatment.

Unfortunately, I awoke the morning of New Year’s Eve 2007 with a huge temperature and aching body. As the day progressed we realized this was not a normal temp and it was time for the doctor.

On blood tests taken everyday, dengue fever was established and my white cells were dropping rapidly.

I, being the stubborn person I can be, refused to go to hospital as I had more faith in my husband and "My Colloidal Silver” than anything else on offer. I then proceeded to consume up to 375ml of silver per day, mixed with high doses of vitamin C (fresh red
guava juice) and electrolyte replacement drinks.

My platelet’s never dropped under 141 (under 100 it is vital you go to hospital). My doctor was quite amazed as I developed the hemorrhaging of my skin from my knees down and from my waist up, but my platelet’s still remained at 141...never dropping!

My recovery was very fast and I continued to take "MY" Colloidal Silver for several weeks after to make sure my recovery was complete.

I also have a restaurant in Bali, and I sell this amazing product at an outstanding rate!...As you could imagine, many people arrive at my restaurant after travelling and need something to stop the dreaded Bali Belly and a bottle of "MY" Colloidal Silver or “Sutton’s Colloidal Silver” will always do the trick if caught in the early stages!

For me...nature made it and Allan Sutton perfected it with "MyColloidalSilver!”...cheers...Jan.

Jan Southall – Sanur, Bali, Indonesia

I used "My Colloidal Silver" made by Allan Sutton, when I came down with a severe attack of Shingles. When the blisters came out across my back I was at first unaware what it was but the ongoing pain soon sent me to my Doctor. Nothing seemed to reduce the pain until it was suggested that I spray the area constantly with colloidal silver. I also began taking it orally at about 20 ml every few hours. Within a day the pain reduced and the blisters began to heal. What a relief, it worked damn well! I also recommended it to a young friend who was complaining of severe acne but didn't want to go on medication. He spayed his face constantly and began taking 30 ml twice a day. He seemed very happy with the results.

Cheers Gary
Allan, just wanted to let you know, I started using SUTTON’S COLLOIDAL SILVER in 2001 after suffering 2 Bad Flu’s a year and at least 4-5 Colds a year. SUTTON’S was manufactured by you then, but is now called MY COLLOIDAL SILVER. Until this month being November 2009, over the last 8 years, the only time I have had any Cold or Flu was earlier this year, when I had run out of silver for six weeks. Regardless to say, I am back on it again.
I have also used the spray on my knee which I damaged diving on Coral Reefs, the abrasion was sprayed daily and in 3 days, even the scar was minimal with no infection.
I have a teaspoonful 3 times a week and am back in tune again.
Allan Sutton’s product MY COLLOIDAL SILVER is the only one I would use or recommend as it works!
Alan Hicks
Unit 5/1 Cale Street, COMO 6152
Western Australia Home: 089450 8696 Mobile: 0411 422 959

Hi Allan
I want to send you a testimonial about the wonderful benefits I have had from using the "MY COLLOIDAL SILVER"... It is obviously a superior brand as the benefits I have received have been amazing.
We travel to Bali yearly and it was there that I realized the diversity that your colloidal silver has. I used it for purifying the water...I had a sore ear and after a couple of applications to my ear the symptoms disappeared...I also had some nasal problems and being able to use the spray alleviated the soreness in a short time. Usually with natural therapies it takes awhile for the benefits to be realized, but I found it to work very quickly. There is no doubt that I will continue to use colloidal silver manufactured by Allan Sutton as it is truly a superior product. I wish you all the best with your wonderful product.
Kind regards
Jane Green
141 Farrants Rd
Since discovering, Allan’s Colloidal Silver we always have it in the house for a variety of uses.

Early treatment for sore throats, a quick healing product for skin cuts, minor cancer burn offs, and an effective tinea remedy.

John Dixon

Cloudy Range Road

Mt Lyford

New Zealand

Hi Allan,

Just to let you know that since you suggested, our 13 yr old Labrador has been taking c/s in her drinking water. Now 3 months later she has improved considerably.

She now has a beautiful coat and bright eyes and is back in really good condition considering her age.

A large inoperable swelling on her leg joint has stopped growing since taking c/s, and I believe possibly even shrinking in size.

The funniest thing has begun to happen. She now refuses to drink water from her bowl without c/s added and looks from us to the cupboard where we store the c/s to remind us to please add. I never would have believed it if I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes.
As a prescribing Naturopath and Medical Herbalist I am most particular about the quality and efficacy of all supplementation given to my patients and colloidal silver is no exception. I only prescribe, and personally use the “My Colloidal Silver” made exclusively by Mr Allan Sutton. The method of production, quality and purity of Mr Sutton’s colloidal silver is second to none.

I started using “My Colloidal Silver” many years ago for G.I.T. infestations, mainly as a result of my patients returning from places like Bali and Asia, suffering severe parasitic infestations, along with associated bloating and diarrhea etc. Within 2 days of using “My Colloidal Silver”, their condition improved dramatically, within the week 90% of people returned back to normal. I now use Mr Sutton’s silver for many and varied conditions with excellent therapeutic results.

No matter where I travel I make “My Colloidal Silver” one of my main priorities for protecting me from illness and I always suggests that others travelling do the same.

Barry Andrews

Shop 4, Greenwood Village Shopping Centre

Calectasia Street

Greenwood WA 6024   Ph: 08 9203 9322
Allan Sutton’s, “My Colloidal Silver & Sutton’s Colloidal Silver”

Since using My Colloidal Silver products manufactured by Allan Sutton, I have had outstanding results. I am a Naturopath and acupuncturist. I use My Colloidal Silver products extensively in my practice as a disinfectant of skin prior to insertion of acupuncture needles and as an immune stimulant as well as topically as a compress/dressing. I find it effective and quick acting for eye, ear and throat infections, reducing the pain rapidly and clearing infection swiftly.

I also use My Colloidal Silver in my home, for my family and my pets knowing they are being treated naturally and safely, while up here in the tropics. If the cats have a fever that is the first thing I use and the majority of the time that is all they require. I am also always cleaning up scratches and minor wounds on the dogs with Allan Sutton’s Colloidal Silver products. I would be lost without them and can highly recommend the products.

Jeni Smith B H Sc, Dip Naturopathy Dip Herbal Med.

AvivA holistic Healing

JI Danau Tamblingan 85

Bali Indonesia

Hi Allan,

I just wanted to let you know how pleased I am with your new product – MY Colloidal Silver - and that I can once again get colloidal silver that I know you, personally, have prepared. I use it as a mouth wash and find it very helpful for tender or bleeding gums.

Greg Caswell
I have used My Colloidal Silver that is personally manufactured by Allan Sutton and have found it an essential tool in preventing sore throats from progressing and therefore quickly healing….IRENE

Irene Vervliet

PO BOX 999

Spit Junction

NSW 2088

Tel 0412 917320
All literature written was research and supplied by Allan.K.Sutton

Please note Allan.K.Sutton currently has a new website www.allansutton.com

He has no association with www.suttonssolutions.com or www.suttonssolutions.co.au websites. The use of
his name or part of his name, including all information written with reference to him, have been done so without his permission.

He has no association with any label or brand carrying his name and implying that it is his product through use of his name.

His products are all tagged with his face, your guarantee that you are purchasing a genuine product made by him from start to finish.

The only brands he now manufactures are:
‘My Colloidal Silver’ in Australia and New Zealand
‘Sutton’s COLLOIDAL SILVER’ in Bali